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KING BELA BEFORE THE MONGOL INVASION
(1214-1241)
Pongrfcz Sennyey, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1991
This is a study of the political history of Hungary in the first part of the
thirteenth century. Special attention is given to the political role played by King
Bela from 1214 until the Mongol invasion of 1241. The focus of the first part of
the study is the relationship between King Bela and his father King Andrew II. In
the second half of the study, the focus shifts to the policies pursued by King Bela
once he became the sole ruler of the kingdom.
The study sheds light on the reasons for the Hungarian defeat by the
Mongol armies led by Batu Khan in 1241, providing a picture of the political
developments before the Mongol invasion.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
During the first half of the thirteenth century the Kingdom of Hungary-a
map of the area under discussion is included in Appendix B-was marked by a
series of dynastic disputes between the sons of King Bdla HI (1172-1196). While
the dynastic conflicts were settled with the coronation of King Andrew II (12051235), the political tensions remained a constant fixture of Hungarian domestic
affairs until after King Bela IV (1235-1270) assumed the throne.
King Bela’s political career began in 1214, when he was first crowned king.
The coronation itself was controversial, given the fact that it occurred against his
father’s wishes. In 1220 Bela became the ruler of Slavonia, where he assumed an
active role in the political arena as head of the party opposed to his father’s
policies. In 1226 Bela- left Slavonia to become ruler of Transylvania. While King
Bela’s political influence was growing, his father was facing increasing problems
in retaining his hold on the reins of the administration. In the early 1230s Bela
assumed an active role in the administration of the kingdom and he attempted to
reverse the process of financial decline towards which his father’s policies were
leading the Kingdom. In addition to his interference in internal policies, Bela also
played an important role in a number of foreign policy initiatives, either in support
of his father or independently from him.

1
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2
The principal factor determining King Bdla’s policies was the ill-conceived
policies of his father. The reign of King Andrew II was riddled with unsuccessful
foreign policy initiatives, a trend of decentralization of political power, and the
emptying of the treasury. In an attempt to establish control over the Russian
principality of Galicia, King Andrew II organized a number of expensive military
campaigns. To retain political support, and to seek financial solvency, Andrew II
donated most of the royal estates to a segment of the aristocracy, thus depriving the
treasury of its main source of income. The loss of Royal power culminated in the
introduction of new laws whereby the King agreed to cede considerable power to the
nobility and the church. Moreover, King Andrew’s policies enraged the papacy; the
Interdict declared in 1232 only worsened the decaying reputation of the Crown.
In 1235 King Andrew II died and Bdla became the sole ruler of the kingdom.
As King, Bela reversed many of his father’s initiatives, such as Andrew’s innovative
economic initiatives, and the onerous wars waged against the Russian principality of
Galicia. Bela concentrated his efforts on reforming the administration and solving the
financial woes of the Kingdom. By reasserting the power of the crown, Bela
threatened the power of the nobility, which had increased considerably during the, reign
of Andrew II.
Because of Bdla’s abandonment of his father’s claim to the Russian
principality of Galicia, the foreign policy front remained quiet until 1239, when King
Bela allowed entry into the Kingdom to a large contingent of Cumans. The Cumans
were migrating westward in response to the relentless pressure exerted by the Mongols.
Mongol interest in the territories west of the Urals was made clear
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in 1223, when a Mongol reconnaissance force had invaded Russian territory for the
first time. In 1237, the Mongol leaders had decided to wage a large-scale campaign
to conquer the Russian steppes and thereafter penetrate European territory.
In 1239 the Principality of Kiev fell into the hands of the Mongols, and for
all practical purposes central Russia was under the control of the troops led by Batu
Khan. Yet, Mongol expansionism was not halted with the conquest of Russia. In
1241 the Mongol troops entered Hungarian territory, engaging the troops of King
Bela at the margins of the river Saj6, on the plains of Muhi. During the battle of
Muhi the Hungarian troops were overwhelmed by superior tactics and leadership
skills and were completely annihilated. Most members of the Hungarian leadership
perished; King Bela himself barely escaped.
The Hungarian defenses had proved to be totally ineffective against the
Mongol army, which rapidly established control over territories east of the
Danube-the Mongols crossed the river after it froze in the winter of 1241-42.
During the Mongol occupation the eastern half of the Kingdom suffered the most;
the countryside was pillaged, villages were destroyed, and a considerable number
of the population perished. Yet in 1242 Batu Khan ordered a sudden retreat
abandoning Hungary altogether.
Following the retreat of the Mongols, King B61a undertook the task of
rebuilding the Kingdom. The eastern half had to be resettled, and a number of new
stone fortresses were erected. King Bela is known as the Second Founder of the
Hungarian Kingdom due to the successful reconstruction of the realm following the
year-long Mongol occupation (the first is Saint Stephen, king from 1000-1038).
Although the Mongol invasion and the efforts to rebuild the kingdom do
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merit extensive study, the period preceding the Mongol invasion is of great
importance for the understanding of why the forces summoned by King B£la were
unable to defend the kingdom from the Mongols. Furthermore, the events and
policies that preceded the Mongol invasion were pivotal in determining the policies
that followed it. Notwithstanding its importance, the part of King Bela’s reign that
precedes the Mongol invasion has been all but neglected by scholars. In addition
to the primary source collections, the main sources for this study were the only
monograph dealing solely with King B61a’s life (Wertner Mdr, TV Bila tortinete
[Temesvdr: Csan£d-egyh£zmegyei konyvsajtd, 1893]), and the most complete general
history of Hungary to date (Sz6kely Gyorgy, ed., Magyarorszdg tortinete [Budapest:
Akademia, 1987]). Illustrating the importance that has been attributed to the period
covered in this thesis, Wertner Mor dedicates only 35 pages of his work to the
events preceding 1241.
The period covered in this study extends from the beginning of Bela’s
political career to the arrival of the Mongol armies in Hungarian territory in 1241.
It is the purpose of this work to attempt to trace Bela’s activities from 1214, when
he was crowned king, to 1241, when the Mongols invaded Hungary, focusing on
the military and political developments of the times. The aim of this study is
twofold: first, to determine the role of B61a in the political arena until the Mongol
invasion; and second, to better understand the events that led to the dismal failure
of the Hungarian defenses against the Mongol forces.
In the pursuit of this task, the life of King Bdla will be followed
chronologically. The study will be divided into the main periods of Bdla’s political
life until 1241. Special attention will be given to the consequences of King Bdla’s
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policies in view of the Mongol invasion. This study will, however, attempt
analyze neither the invasion itself nor the strategies used by the Mongol
Hungarian armies as they confronted each other on the battlefield.
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CHAPTER E
PRECEDENTS
To understand the political stage on which King Bdla IV lived it is
necessary to look at a number of developments that preceded his ascension into the
political scene. In this chapter the most important political, economic, and social
issues that shaped the Hungarian kingdom in the first half of the thirteenth century
are addressed.
The most important issues in question are the policies of succession to the
Hungarian throne, the economic reform initiated by Bdla’s father, Andrew n,
entitled Novae Institutiones1, and the mounting opposition to Andrew II that
emerged in the course of his reign. These three issues proved pivotal in shaping
Bdla’s political career until the advent of the Mongol invasion in 1241.
From the tenth to the eleventh century, succession to the Hungarian throne
was determined by the principle of seniority, but during the reign of King Gdza II
(1141-1162) the principle of primogeniture was adopted2. Moreover, at the end of
the twelfth century it became traditional for kings to have their eldest sons crowned
king during their own reigns. This tradition was started by Bela III (1172-1196)
when he had his son Imre crowned in the early 1180s3. At that juncture the
crowning of the heir to the throne neither made him necessarily co-ruler nor
resulted in territorial concessions. Rather, the crowning was solely a way to assert

6
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the rights of succession. It is important to note that the coronation itself granted no
political power to the young king; it was through the subsequent grant of territorial
autonomy that ultimately the young king became able to wield political power4.
In 1194 Bela El established an autonomous administration in the territories
on the margins of the Adriatic, in Croatia and granted them to his son King Imre.
This autonomous unit disappeared after Imre assumed the Hungarian throne as King
Imre I (1196-1204) following the death of his father in 1196. On his deathbed in
1196, Bela IE had his younger son Andrew swear to undertake the crusade the
dying king had promised the pope and now would be unable to lead. For that
purpose Prince Andrew was entrusted with a substantial sum of money-which was
never used for its original purpose.
Prince Andrew had no intention of fighting in the Holy Land and instead
used the funds entrusted to him to overturn his brother Imre I. In 1197 Andrew
defeated Imre I at the battle of MarCkin, and in the next year Imre was forced to
concede the territories of Croatia, Dalmatia, and Hercegovinia5-these provinces
were later referred to as Slavonia-to his rebellious brother. Now in control of
autonomous territory, Prince Andrew did not relent in his opposition to the ruler,
and those who opposed the king joined Andrew’s camp. In 1199 Imre I took arms
against his increasingly assertive brother and defeated him at the battle of Rad6.
Following a truce, 1203 was marked by renewed conflict between the two brothers,
but this time Andrew fell prisoner to King Imre.
In 1204 Imre I, gravely ill, had his infant son L&szlo crowned king and died
soon after. Because of King Ldszlo’s infancy Imre I had appointed Prince Andrew
governor of the kingdom until his son would come of age. But the infant King
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Ldszld m (1204-1205) died soon after he assumed the throne, and Andrew became
sole ruler and was crowned King Andrew II in 12057.
The process whereby King Andrew II (1205-1235) came to power created
a precedence that would later endanger his own rule, as his oldest son Bdla, later
King Bela IV, also became the head of the opposition party. Although Andrew was
never crowned during his predecessor’s rule, he had gained control over Slavonia.
The presence of an autonomous court within the kingdom offered a political
alternative to those opposing the ruler. In 1214 Prince Bdla, then only eight years
of age, was crowned king against the will of his father8, as we will see below. In
1220 Bela assumed control over Slavonia, where the opposition to Andrew IFs
policies found a friendly alternative court The presence of an autonomous court
within the kingdom allowed for great mobility among potential political supporters
as they sought for the side that would best serve their interests9.
Opposition to Andrew II emerged from two principal sources: the advantages
that the retinue of Queen Gertrud was enjoying in the court, and Andrew IPs
attempt to reform the economic system of the kingdom. King Andrew had married
Gertrud of Meran in approximately 1200 as a result of his alliance with the
Germans, whereby he expressed his opposition to his brother’s alliance with the
pope10. The queen had come to Hungary with a large number of followers, who
received a multitude of privileges from the king. These privileges consisted of large
land donations as well as the granting of ecclesiastical and political offices. The
queen’s brother Bertold, whom the Hungarians hated, became an important officer
in King Andrew’s court11. In 1209 the Queen’s two other brothers, who were then
in Hungary, received large land donations12. The treatment the queen’s family was
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receiving made the Germans unpopular in the kingdom, and the dissatisfaction
culminated in 1213 with the assassination of Queen Gertrud13.
The other major source of opposition to Andrew II was his attempt to
reform the economic system of the Hungarian Kingdom. Until the thirteenth century
the overwhelming majority of the land within the Hungarian kingdom belonged to
the king himself, while a relatively small area was in the hands of the church and
the nobility. The itinerant court would move around the kingdom, which was
considered the property of the ruler. Every royal property was administered by a
royal appointee, and each province by an appointed Ispdnu. In 1205 Andrew II
initiated the reform of this economic system, and the envisioned new model was
called Novae Institutiones. According to the new economic model, the king would
donate his land possessions to the nobility for no stipulated preconditions, i.e., land
recipients did not owe military obligations to the ruler, and the donation would be
"perpetuaT'-that is, hereditary and irrevocable15. Under the model of the Novae
Institutiones the kingdom’s finances would be maintained by means of taxes
collected from the new landowners, and therefore the king would not be required
to travel around the kingdom to gain access to the goods produced in his realm16.
The Novae Institutiones was based on the assumption that the kingdom’s finances
were based on a money economy, with enough money in circulation to make
possible the collection of sufficient taxes to keep the government running.
Moreover, it assumed that the economy as a whole had enough goods in circulation
to make the itinerant court unnecessary. These assumptions proved to have been
not only precocious, for the economy’s liquidity was not sufficient to make the
Novae Institutiones viable, but also flawed, for they neglected to consider potential
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consequences such as shifts in the political power base and the weakening of the
military establishment that would result from the unconditional donation of royal
properties. Furthermore, in the process of donating land Andrew II alienated those
members of the nobility and of the church who did not receive land.
The donations made by King Andrew were based primarily on the merits
of past services, whether military or political. Thus the members of the aristocracy
who benefited the most from the Novae Institutiones were the closest associates of
the king and those who had taken part in the numerous military campaigns King
Andrew had led against the Russian principality of Galicia17. A number of those
who did not receive land opposed the Novae Institutiones and formed the core of
the opposition party18. The church, moreover, hitherto the largest landowner after
the king himself, saw its previous leverage vis-k-vis the aristocracy and the king
dwindle, since they did not benefit from the Novae Institutiones19. A number of the
most powerful church officials joined the opposition camp gathered behind young
King Bela2”.
Beginning in 1205 Andrew II invested enormous energies in establishing
control over the principality of Galicia. To do so, King Andrew had his second son
Kllmkn assume the Galician throne. Yet Prince Kklmkn’s presence in Galicia
aroused the opposition of the local boyars. After a number of palace revolutions,
Prince Kklmkn was expelled from Galicia in 1225. In 1226 Prince Kklmkn became
head of the principality of Slavonia, where he substituted for his older brother21.
But King Andrew did not surrender his aspirations to control Galicia, and
after 1226 Andrew II tried to have his youngest son, Prince Andrew, put in control
of the Russian principality. As with Kklmkn, the boyars were divided about the
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presence of a Hungarian ruler. A number of revolutions and counter-revolutions
ensued, rendering the political scenario complicated and unstable. Since one segment
of the boyars favored Prince Andrew’s rule while another opposed it, Prince
Andrew’s control over the throne depended on which faction was the strongest at
the time. To keep his son in control of the Galician throne Andrew II was forced
to organize a number of costly military campaigns. While some of these military
campaigns might have resulted in tactical victories, they never settled the political
instability reigning in the Russian principalities22.
The combination of insufficient tax revenues, loss of revenues due to the
donation of land, and the added financial drain caused by the successive Galician
campaigns soon emptied the treasury. The king was forced to borrow large sums
from Jews and Ismaelites, whose influence in the court thus grew substantially23.
These developments further fomented the opposition to Andrew IE’s policies and
became a persistent source of attrition with the Roman Curia.
In 1210 some members of the aristocracy sent a letter to the sons of Prince
Gdza, who was the brother of King Bela HI, residing in Constantinople with the
intention of having them overthrow King Andrew n. This letter was intercepted by
Domaldus, count of Sebenico, and the conspiracy was thus neutralized24. Four years
later, in 1214, Prince Bela was crowned against the will of his father, who
complained bitterly to the pope that some "perversi" were using his son as a banner
of opposition to his policies and that the kingdom was endangered by divisive
powers25. In the following years the opposition to Andrew II grew sufficiently
strong to force the king to concede the principality of Slovenia to Bela in 122OP6.
The opposition party, rallying behind the young king, now wielded its power in a
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separate court27.
The socio-political and economic developments were the catalyst for the role
that Bela, first as prince and later as king, played in the political arena. As crowned
king28 and ruler of Slovenia B61a was able to offer a legal alternative court within
the kingdom of Hungary. Concomitantly, the economic reforms his father attempted
to introduce alienated an important stratum of the society, which sought the
opportunity to rally behind Bdla as a means of achieving their political interests.
Later, as king, Bdla made costly political sacrifices to reverse the consequences of
the Novae Institutiones, which ultimately had an important impact in the kingdom’s
ability to respond to the threat of the invading Mongol forces.
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CHAPTER m
POLITICAL BEGINNINGS: 1214-1220
The political career of B£la began in the period between 1214 and 1220. In
1214 he was launched into the forefront of political developments by virtue of his
coronation. In contrast to the coronation of previous princes of the Arpdd dynasty
who were crowned king during their father’s rule, Bala’s coronation occurred
against his father’s will29. Furthermore, during this period Andrew II recognized that
his economic reforms, the Novae Institutiones, had failed. Yet, Andrew’s attention
turned from the impending economic crisis to the dynastic conflicts that followed
the death of Emperor Henry of Hainaut (1174-1216, emperor from 1205) who ruled
over the empire established by the Crusaders in 1204: the Latin Empire. At this
juncture, the pilgrimage Andrew II had promised the pope years earlier30 became
a convenient excuse to be in the region and put forth his dynastic claims. The
main opponent to the Novae Institutiones was made governor of the kingdom while
the king travelled to the Holy Land in his pilgrimage31, and temporarily the rate of
land donation was slowed down. On his return from the Holy Land Andrew II
found the kingdom in chaos immersed in rivalries and the treasury emptied by
corrupt officials who had taken the administration from the hands of the entrusted
governor32.
In the years leading up to 1214 there was a trend of growing dissatisfaction

13
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with the policies of Andrew n. In 1212 there had been an attempt to invite
members of the Arp£d dynasty from Constantinople to take the crown33. In the
following year the queen was assassinated, and the perpetrators were left
unpunished34. Pressure continued to mount, and this time the opposition party
gathered behind the eight-year-old Prince Bdla. In 1214 the coronation of B€la was
forced upon the king; the ceremony was carried through against the will of the
ruler, who gave ground to appease the challenge mounted against him35. Although
King Andrew complained bitterly about Bela’s coronation to the pope36 he could
not reverse the fact that his son was now a crowned king behind whom the
opposition party had gathered.
All evidence suggests that the opposition party was formed by those
members of the aristocracy who were not beneficiaries of the Nova Institutiones,
though they did not necessarily oppose the donation of royal properties per se37.
This group was sufficiently large and powerful to manipulate members of the royal
family and finally mount a challenge to the throne with the crowning of Prince
Bela38. It is important to note that at this juncture young King B£la had received
no land that he could rule. His political autonomy was probably negligible, but his
presence served the opposition’s interests by increasing the pressure against the
ruling king. A segment of the nobility, united in its opposition to the king, had
wielded more power than did the king himself.
Although the coronation of Bela was the single most important source of
political pressure that Andrew II experienced during this period, the aristocracy was
not the only group opposing the king. As noted in the previous chapter, the church
also opposed the Novae Institutiones. The reason behind the church’s position is
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probably her rapid loss of economic and political advantages as the king’s power
decreased and the aristocracy’s increased39. Since the aristocracy was the largest
beneficiary of the Novae Institutiones, the balance between secular and church
properties was changing and so was the influence the church had hitherto enjoyed
in economic and political matters at the court40. The most important opponent of
the Novae Institutiones amongst the church officials was John Archbishop of
Esztergom41.
In 1217 Andrew II recognized that the Novae Institutiones was flawed and
that it was not having the desired effects, instead having succeeded only in bringing
financial hardship and political strife onto the kingdom42. In 1217 Andrew II warned
a noble to whom he was donating land that "certain agreements should be kept in
case the distribution of land would return to the previous situation."43 Furthermore,
in this same year Andrew returned the village of Tordos to the archbishopric of
Esztergom44, which had previously lost this village because of the archbishop’s
opposition to the Novae Institutiones4S. Since Andrew U’s attention shifted to the
Latin Empire in 1217, the actual reversal of his policies had to wait until 1220,
when Pope Honorius HI evoked Andrew II to reverse the Novae Institutiones.
Andrew himself became a contender to the throne in Constantinople. The union
of Hungary and Constantinople had been a goal of King Bela HI, who was
temporarily supported by the Byzantine Emperor Manuel Comnenos to succeed him
to the purple throne. Although B61a m ’s plans were not realized, the ideal of
occupying the Byzantine throne was not forgotten by Andrew n, who had dynastic
claims by virtue of his wife. In 1214 Andrew II had married Jolanta of Courtenay,
daughter of Peter of Courtenay and grand-daughter of Baldwin de Hennegani,
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brother of Emperor Henry. Since Emperor Henry died without heirs in 1216,
Andrew became a contender to the throne of the Latin Empire through Jolanta’s
family connections46. But in addition to dynastic claims Andrew II needed the
support of the pope-a vital ingredient to reach the throne of the Latin Empire-and
for that aim he began preparations to make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, joining
the fight to liberate Jerusalem.
The pope, however, gave his support to Peter of Courtenay (emperor in
121747), and thus Andrew lost his bid to the throne of Constantinople48.
Notwithstanding the loss of his bid, King Andrew took up arms and carried out the
promised pilgrimage to the Holy Land. During Andrew’s absence the administration
of the Kingdom was entrusted to Archbishop John of Esztergom49. Prince B61a was
entrusted to the tutelage of his uncle Bertold of Meran, patriarch of Achillea, who
kept him in the fortress of Stein50. Bdla returned to Hungary sometime between
1218 and 121951.
Andrew ITs voyage to the Holy Land (1217-1218) resulted in neither
noteworthy military achievement nor any advancement in Andrew IFs bid to the
throne of the Latin Empire. But during his return to Hungary Andrew II established
a number of dynastic connections in the region. For his youngest son, Prince
Andrew, the king negotiated a marriage with the princess of Armenia52. For his
oldest son, King B61a, he negotiated a marriage with Maria Laskaris, the daughter
of Theodore I Laskaris, Emperor of Nicaea, whom King Andrew took with him to
Hungary53. Bela married Maria in 1220. Furthermore, King Andrew’s oldest
daughter was to marry Czar Ivan Assen of Bulgaria54.
Upon his arrival, King Andrew found the kingdom immersed in chaos. The
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appointed governor, Archbishop John of Esztergom, who had hitherto been the most
outspoken opponent of the Novae Institutiones, had not been able to keep the
dissenting forces under control. A palace revolution took place, and he was expelled
from the kingdom. The available sources do not provide a clear picture of who took
control of the administration, but it is clear that by the time Andrew II arrived in
1218 the treasury had been emptied and the rule of law had collapsed55. This is
well illustrated by Andrew IPs letter written to the pope in 1219, in which he
bitterly assesses the political and financial situation in which his kingdom was
found when he returned56.
With the king’s return order seems to have been re-established. The
archbishop returned to Hungary and was compensated by the king, for the
unfortunate experiences he had undergone, with the donation of land to his
bishopric57. Because of the volatile situation in which Andrew II found his kingdom,
and the ensuing financial difficulties, Andrew II moderated the rate of land
donations until 1219, even though the policy was not altogether halted58. This
change in course suggests that after the king’s return from the Holy Land, and with
order re-established, the opposition party had strengthened.
The events leading to 1218 suggest that the gap between those favoring the
continuation of the Novae Institutiones and those opposing it was widening. While
the king was travelling in the Middle East disagreements between those favoring
the Novae Institutiones and those opposing it escalated into open conflict, and the
archbishop was unseated and expelled from the kingdom. Although in 1217 the
king had recognized that his economic reforms were not bringing the results he had
hoped for, he did not seem able to halt, much less to reverse, the continuous rate
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of land donations59.
Hitherto Bala’s political role had been merely that of an infant king who
became the banner of the opposition party. Until 1220 he had no land to govern,
which severely limited his political leverage as well as those advantages enjoyed
by the opposition party behind him. Furthermore, between 1217 and 1220 the royal
administration returned to the hands of those who had initiated the Novae
Institutiones in 120560. Concomitantly with the shift in the membership of the royal
administration the rate of donations picked up again after the lull of 1217 until
121961.
Since they failed to force the king to dismantle the Novae Institutiones, the
opposition sought some other path for achieving their aims. In 1220 the opposition
party gathered behind B61a and pressed King Andrew to make Slavonia an
autonomous political unit and cede it to the control of B6!a and his party62. It was
from Slavonia that Andrew II had challenged his brother’s rule in 1203, to
ultimately gain control over the kingdom. The granting of Slavonia to B61a and his
party was certainly not the preferred course of action on the part of King Andrew.
As we have seen, the period between 1214 and 1220 marked the beginning
of the division of the royal family into different political camps. The coronation of
Prince Bela was the act that solidified this new political reality. That the coronation
occurred contrary to the will of King Andrew is evidence for the presence of a
powerful and increasingly assertive opposition party, which was manipulating
members of the royal family to its own advantage. In 1217 King Andrew
recognized the problems with his economic reforms, but instead of reversing the
damage caused by the land donations Andrew II engaged in dynastic disputes in the
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Latin Empire and travelled to the Holy Land. In the absence of the king, Hungary
was thrown into a chaos that weakened the king’s authority and bankrupted his
treasury. In 1220 King Andrew’s problems worsened as young King Bdla gained
control over Slavonia.
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CHAPTER IV
RULER OF SLAVONIA: 1220-1226
Before B61a became its ruler, Slavonia had been a Bdnat,63 whose
govemor-the bdn, or banus,-became a member of King Btila’s court once he had
assumed the rule of the territory. Located within the south-western borders of the
Hungarian Kingdom, at the northern margins of the Adriatic, Slavonia’s location
made it an important strategic location with relatively easy access to the Italian
peninsula, the Holy Roman Empire, or Byzantium by sea. In 1220 Bela assumed
control over Slavonia which he ruled until 1226. The formation of Bela’s
independent court in Slavonia altered the dynamics of the political power-play in
the Kingdom of Hungary. The two kings would compete for the support of
influential members of the aristocracy, as well as for the support of the papacy64.
Anyone refusing to obey one of the kings could now seek allegiance with the other.
This new political reality added a new challenge to Andrew IPs rule, and it became
the main source of division within the kingdom65. The period is characterized by
the first open conflict between King Andrew and his son King Bela, who sought
refuge from his father’s ire in Austria in 1223. In the course of these six years
King Andrew’s reign suffered a number of political setbacks and the position B61a
held in Slavonia grew progressively stronger. Bela’s rule over Slavonia lasted until
1226, when he became the ruler of Transylvania, while Bela’s brother, Prince

20
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Kdlmdn, took over Slavonia66.
As head of Slavonia B61a assembled his own independent court, where,
among other dignitaries, he had a nddor (palatine), a camerarius (chamberlain), a
judge-of-the-court, a lord chief of the treasury, a master of the horse, a warden of
the king, and a master cup-bearer67. In addition, Bdla had the right to issue his own
coins68. The most efficient means by which Bdla could wield political power during
this time was by donating land, which remained an intrinsic part of his political
activities until 1226®. In so doing, he increased the number of his followers in the
growing competition against his father’s camp.
Though very few sources on Bdla are available until 122270, that year is
marked by two significant events: the imposition of the Golden Bull-a series of
laws limiting the power of the king-by a segment of the lower nobility, and the
separation of B61a from his wife, forced upon the young couple by King Andrew.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, King Andrew was tom between
keeping the policies of the Novae Institutiones in place or reversing them as John
archbishop of Esztergom had been pressing him to do. After the king’s return from
the Fifth Crusade the rate of land donations decreased for a while. Nonetheless,
pressure to put an end to the Novae Institutiones continued to mount from the
opposition party and the archbishop. From 1219 to 1220 no members of the party
favoring the Novae Institutiones were present in Andrew’s court, but by 1220 the
officials at the court were changed and the policies of the Novae Institutiones were
reborn71. Again land donations favoring a segment of the higher aristocracy were
being granted, but this shift occurred at the expense of the lower nobility, the
serviens72.
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In 1222 Andrew II’s court was shaken by a palace revolution organized by an
apparent alliance between those who had formerly supported Andrew n’s brother,
King Imre, and the semens73. Once in power, the revolutionaries forced King
Andrew to issue the Golden Bull. Among these laws the most important to our
study are as follow: the serviens would not be required to participate in any
offensive military campaigns (paragraph vii)74; the king would cease granting
perpetual donations-neither whole counties nor any smaller units of land (xvi)7S;
nobles would be free to pass to King Bdla’s political camp, and would not be
punished for it (xviii); the tithe could be paid in goods rather than in silver denars
(xx); salt-one of the most important mineral extracts of the Kingdom during the
Middle Ages-could be stored only in Szalacson, Szeged, and other cities located
on the periphery of the kingdom, not at the "center of the kingdom," i.e.,
Szekesfeh6rv£r-the capital city (xxv)76.
Paragraph xvi is evidence that King Andrew did not stop issuing perpetual
donations after his return from the crusade-and he would not after signing the
Golden Bull of 122277. Paragraph xviii implies that the relations between the two
kings, father and son, were troubled, at best. Paragraphs xx and xxv dealt a severe
blow to the church, since salt transportation had become its most important source
of revenue (it possessed a near monopoly over the transport of salt in the
kingdom)78. Furthermore, paragraph xx denied one of the cornerstones of the Novae
Institutiones, i.e., the increase in the circulation of money. Finally, paragraph vii
crippled the army, which might not have had any major consequences during
Andrew n ’s reign but, as we shall see in the next chapters, it would have
devastating consequences in the kingdom’s ability to defend itself from the Mongol
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invasion79.
In the same year of 1222 Andrew II succeeded in eliminating the
conspirators still present in his court after the rearrangement of the court officials.
According to the new arrangement, those who had supported Andrew when he
began the Novae Institutiones once again returned to power20. With the supporters
of the Novae Institutiones in power the donations of land resumed, although the
pace was slowed. Even though many of the stipulations of the Golden Bull of 1222
were ignored by the king the Bull did have an influence on his reign thereafter: if
King Andrew had not hitherto realized the magnitude of the opposition to his rule,
then the events of 1222 must have awakened him.
In addition to Andrew’s success in rearranging his court officials, the
relationship between Andrew and B61a improved. In 1222 B61a donated land to the
bishop of Zagreb81 in recognition of his efforts to appease the relationship between
the two kings82. The peace negotiated by the bishop proved to have been only a
temporary lull in the continuous frictions between the two, for shortly afterward a
new crisis emerged. This conflict emerged from Andrew El’s interference in his
son’s marriage.
In 1220 Bela, having reached fourteen years of age, married Maria, princess
of Nicaea, who had been residing in the Hungarian court since King Andrew’s
return from the crusade83. Following the marriage, King Andrew had Maria crowned
queen of Hungary84. In what seems to have been a surprising move, after two years
of living together B£la wrote to the pope and asked for his marriage to be annulled
so that he "could establish another marriage which would offer him more
advantages"85 and dismissed his wife86. This request resulted in outrage amongst the
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Hungarian clergy, who were vehemently opposed to Bdla’s wishes. At first, its
members attempted to amend the situation themselves, but given their lack of
success they informed the pope about the events87.
The pope appointed a committee of bishops to analyze the situation and
report to him on the causes of the conflict and thus determine the answer to Bdla’s
request. The members of the committee were the bishops of Eger, Vdcz, and
Nagyvdrad88. After their report was sent to Rome, the pope refused to heed to
Bdla’s request and ordered Bdla to reunite with his wife, which order he promptly
obeyed89.
By rejoining his wife in 1223 Bela enraged his father. Whether or not
Andrew II had in any way threatened his son the sources cannot tell, but we do
know that B61a sought refuge in Austria with his wife and part of his court. Bela’s
prompt action in rejoining his wife is taken as evidence of the fact that the divorce
had been King Andrew’s idea90. Queen Maria, Bela’s wife, had a sister, Irene by
name, who was married to John Dukas Vatatzes, a noble in the court of Nicaea.
After the death in 1222 of Emperor Theodore I of Nicaea, father of Maria and
Irene, John Dukas Vatatzes took the throne91. With Emperor John HI Dukas
Vatatzes (1222-1254) on the Nicaean throne, King Andrew’s hopes for his son’s
succession to the throne of the remnants of the Byzantine Empire faded, and Maria
no longer offered an advantageous dynastic connection92.
Although Bdla had taken refuge in Austria, and his marriage was thus
assured, the clergy evoked the mediation of the pope to solve the crisis between
father and son93. In 1224 Pope Honorius in wrote three letters to appease the
parties involved in the dispute. In the letter written to King Andrew, the pope calls
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upon the king to protect the peace in the realm and reminds him that father and
son should be respectful and considerate to each other since B61a had rejoined his
wife in obedience to papal orders, not to displease the king9*. A second letter was
sent to Bela’s party, invoking them to restrain themselves from increasing the
conflict in the kingdom, and encouraging Btila to be obedient to his father95.
Finally, a third letter was sent to Bdla himself, invoking him to be obedient toward
his father and to avoid actions which might threaten the peace in the kingdom96. In
the same year King Andrew changed his belligerent attitude and let Bela return to
Slavonia with his wife and court. In 1225 King Andrew signed a peace agreement
with the Duke of Austria in Graz, after the intercession of the bishop of Nyitra97.
During Bdla’s absence from Slavonia feudal strife broke out in the
principality. The leader of the rebellion was Domaldus, the noble who had
intercepted the conspiracy against King Andrew early in his reign and who had
benefitted from the Novae Institutiones by having received land. Domaldus now
turned against the ruler and attacked his rival nobles, disrupting the peace and order
in the principality98. When he returned to Slavonia in 1224, King Bela moved
decisively to crush the rebellion. First he took Domaldus’ lands away99, and
thereafter he set siege to the fortress of Clissa, where Domaldus had taken refuge.
With the capture of Domaldus the rebellion ended100.
Although the crisis involving Bdla’s marriage was resolved, the following
events further deteriorated the relations between father and son and their respective
parties. At the end Andrew n ’s plan to seek alternative dynastic connections by
forcing Bdla to reject his wife failed. The resulting crisis was ultimately a victory
for Bdla, who despite wavering at first changed his mind and resisted his father’s
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ambitions. In the process B61a gained the support of the church in Hungary and of
the pope, who seemed to have developed a sense of favoritism toward B61a and his
party vis-a-vis King Andrew. This favoritism is suggested by the nature of the three
letters the pope wrote to appease Andrew n 101, by the pope’s letter encouraging
Buz£d, a member of Bela’s party, to continue his support for B61a102, and, finally,
by the fact that the Decretalis Intellecto was addressed to B61a103, further polarizing
the political factions in the kingdom104. From 1224 to 1226 Bdla’s party continued
to grow, and a small yet influential royal court emerged in Slavonia by 122510S.
This court posed an increasing threat to King Andrew’s position. Andrew n’s reign
continued to face internal problems, now with the Teutonic Knights, which further
complicated the relationship between the pope and the king.
In 1211 Andrew H had granted the Teutonic Knights the right to settle in
the southeastern area of Transylvania, a region called Barca106. In 1222 King
Andrew renewed their territorial grant and the Teutonic Knights were given the
rights for the transportation of salt in the Maros and Olt rivers, tax privileges, and
the right to build castles in the area under their control107. Transylvania had been
the place for numerous Cuman marauding campaigns, and it was in the Barca that
the Cuman penetrations were most common108. The presence of the Teutonic
Knights put a halt to these costly Cuman penetrations, both by armed resistance and
by converting the pagan Cumans to Christianity (they worked in cooperation with
the Dominican missionaries). But in the following year, 1223, the Knights sought
independence from the bishopric of Transylvania and the archbishopric of
Esztergom. In 1224 they offered the pope the territory under their control-thus
establishing virtual independence from the Hungarian king. The pope accepted the
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Knights’ offer and set up a new ecclesiastical administration in the region that was
answerable only to Rome109. Alarmed by the growing assertiveness of the Teutonic
Knights, King Andrew took up arms in 1225 and expelled them from Hungary110.
The pope objected vociferously to the expulsion of the German Knights, but
for once King Andrew remained steadfast in his decision to have the Teutonic
Knights out of the kingdom and did not heed. As a result, relations with the
papacy, already weakened by the aforementioned crises, further deteriorated111.
Following the expulsion of the Teutonic Knights the pope defended the interests of
the church with singular aggressiveness. By mid-1225 the pope began to address
the issue of land donations, encouraging their return into royal hands. This meant
taking away the lands hitherto donated "in perpetuitas"- in other words, the
complete reversal of the Novae Institutiones. Regardless of how sound such proposal
might have been financially, politically it would have been impossible for Andrew
II to carry it through. King Andrew’s political support rested on those in favor of
the Novae Institutiones, and he could not afford to alienate members of his party,
given the growing number of those gathered behind King Bela. But the proposal
must have been most appealing to King Bala’s party, which had been opposed to
the Novae Institutiones from its conception. In fact, Pope Honorius III began to
encourage B61a to take the initiative in the restoration of royal properties from 1225
on, even though B61a himself continued his policy of donating land until 1226112.
In 1225 Pope Honorius HI issued a Decretalis Intellecto, which consisted of
three letters, one to B61a, one to Archbishop Ugrin of Kalocsa, and the third to the
archbishop’s suffragans, admonishing them to revoke the land donations113. To make
such action possible, the pope declared the oath of peipetual donation invalid since
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it resulted in the detriment of the nation that the king had vowed to protect in his
oath of coronation. Since the latter takes precedence over the former, the oaths of
perpetual donations were illegal114. Although the Decretalis marks an escalation of
the pressure exerted by the papacy, reversal of the Novae Institutiones will not
occur until 1228, as we will see later.
In addition to his admonitions for the reversal of the Novae Institutiones, the
pope also objected to the presence of Saracens and Jews in Andrew ITs court. As
King Andrew’s financial difficulties mounted he had had to rely on loans taken
from Jews and Saracens, who were taking increasingly important roles in the court.
Increasing the pressure against Andrew II, the pope reminded him that the presence
of non-Christians in the court had been forbidden since the Council of Toledo, in
1217115. Yet, King Andrew was still not willing to yield.
In 1226 King Andrew changed the rulers of the principalities within the
kingdom. King B61a received Transylvania and Prince K£lm£n took his place in
Slavonia. The primary sources do not provide the reasons behind King Andrew’s
move, but there are a number of factors that must be considered as potential
reasons for moving King B61a to Transylvania. Although King Andrew resisted
pressure from the Roman Curia, the increasingly close contacts between B£la and
the pope, combined with the growth of his son’s power and influence in Slavonia,
must have worried him116. Slavonia proved to have been a fortuitous strategic base
for B61a, where a number of influential dignitaries had gathered around him and
from whence he could easily contact the pope, the Austrian duke, or the emperor,
without Andrew II knowing of it117. Furthermore, since the Teutonic Knights had
left the kingdom, the eastern portions of Transylvania were again vulnerable to
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Cuman attacks. Finally, since Prince Kdlmdn was ousted from Galicia he had been
left without land of his own118.
As it may be seen, in the period between 1220 and 1226 the relationship
between Andrew II and his son B€la progressively worsened, while Andrew II had
to face a number of crises within the kingdom. Following a palace revolution in
1222 and the resulting Golden Bull limiting his powers, King Andrew’s plan to
arrange for a more suitable marriage for his son resulted in open conflict with
B61a, which was solved with the mediation of the pope. In addition, the Teutonic
Knights tried to obtain independence from the king, and in the aftermath of their
expulsion Andrew II’s relationship with the pope deteriorated. With increased
communications between the pope and B61a regarding the restoration of donated
territories-which put the Novae Institutiones at risk-the threat represented by B61a’s
presence in Slavonia increased. In 1226 Andrew II reorganized the administration
of the kingdom, with B61a being relocated to Transylvania.
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CHAPTER V
RULER OF TRANSYLVANIA: 1226-1235
Following the expulsion of the Teutonic Knights from Transylvania in 1225,
the eastern borders of the Hungarian Kingdom remained open to Cuman attacks.
The need to defend the eastern borders became the catalyst for moving Bela from
Slavonia in 1226, where his political power-base had grown to the point of
presenting a potential threat to King Andrew’s authority. Though temporarily
weakened by the move from Slavonia, B61a’s political power increased during the
period of his rule over Transylvania (1226-1235). Between 1228 and 1231 B61a’s
power reached its apex as he took over the government from his father in an effort
to reverse the policies of the Novae Institutiones. In Transylvania, Bela maintained
relatively good relations with the church. A brief campaign against Bulgaria in 1228
is seen as his first step toward establishing an independent foreign policy. Yet,
Bela’s efforts to reverse the Novae Institutiones were not successful, and after 1231
he became involved in King Andrew’s conflicts with the church and with a series
of wars with the Duke of Austria.
In addition to depriving B61a of his political basis in Slavonia, the move
to Transylvania distanced B61a from his international connections, especially from
Rome. From Transylvania, Bela’s correspondence would diminished considerably,
and more important, his correspondence would have had to pass through the
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territory under his father’s control. In addition to separating B61a from his followers
and isolating him geographically, King Andrew probably hoped he could downgrade
Bela by supporting Prince K£lmtin, who as ruler of Galicia had always been docile
to his father’s wishes119. Therefore B61a, deprived of his political base and away in
Transylvania would be a weaker opponent120.
Despite King Andrew’s hope to weaken his son, Bela managed to take with
himself to Transylvania a number of followers. Among these were his chancellor,
Mityas, and Denes Tiiije a childhood friend and one of the ablest generals in the
Hungarian army121. Although he was geographically far from Slavonia and thus
separated from a number of local dignitaries who were members of his court, by
1229 B61a had formed a new court122. A number of officials of his court in
Transylvania were originally from Slavonia. These officials had clearly moved with
their king to his new domain123. Yet, before BtSla had assembled a new party of
followers he engaged in an important foreign policy initiative: the conversion of the
Cumans.
The Cumans, nomads of Turkoman origin, crossed the Dnyester for the first
time during the reign of the Grand-Prince Vsevolod of Perejaslav (1054-1093). In
1068 they penetrated territory under the control of the Russian principalities, and
in 1071 they were waging battles against Kiev. By the end of the eleventh century
the Cumans had penetrated westward into the areas of Moldavia and Valachia. The
first Cuman campaign against Hungarian territory occurred in 1091, was followed
by a number of other major attacks. These Cuman incursions, however, were
deterred by King Ltiszlo I (1077-1095), who defeated them124. With the exception
of minor marauding campaigns the Cumans avoided penetrating Hungarian territory
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thereafter. Although the marauders presented a minor military threat, they were a
constant inconvenience requiring the mobilization of defensive detachments to the
southeastern borders of Transylvania.
Until the 1220s the majority of the Cuman contingent was settled in the
vicinities of the southernmost Russian principalities, where they began the process
of transition from nomadism to sedentary life125. But the expansion of the Mongol
empire in the first half of the thirteenth century forced the Cumans to move further
west. In 1223 an alliance of Cuman and Russian forces suffered a disastrous defeat
to a Mongol reconnaissance force at the battle of Kalka126, which ultimately forced
the Cumans to abandon the Russian steppes and moved to the northern Balkans127.
With their renewed move westward the Cumans threatened Hungarian
territory again, and armed incursions became a growing problem. As we saw in the
chapter above, in 1211 the Teutonic Knights were settled in the Barca region,
where Cuman penetrations were most common. In addition to representing an
effective defensive force, the Knights began the efforts to convert the Cumans. For
that aim they found an ally in the Dominican order, whose founder, Saint Dominic,
had made the conversion of the Cumans an aim of the highest priority before his
death128. Although the conversion efforts of the Teutonic Knights brought no major
results, their presence provided protection to the activities initiated by the
Dominican friars, whose peaceful conversion methods proved far more effective
than the violence employed by the Teutonic Knights.
The Dominican order found great support in Hungary and its membership
increased rapidly. Paulus Hungarus founded the first Dominican monastery in
Sz€kesfeh6rv£r in 1221, and the friar Theodoric became its first prior in the same
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year129. Between 1221 and 1223 Paulus Hungarus organized the first mission to
convert the Cumans, which was not successful-the majority of the missionaries
were killed130. Notwithstanding the early fracas the Dominicans did not relent, and
in 1225 a second mission advanced along the Dnyesper River-instead of the
Danube, as in the first attempt-and despite difficulties and privations they began
proselytizing amidst the Cumans131. In that same year the Teutonic Knights were
expelled from Hungary, and in the absence of the threatening Knights the Cumans
proved to be progressively more receptive to the Dominican missionaries.
In 1227 the Dominicans obtained their first major success when a Cuman
chieftain, Bore, sent messengers to inform the Dominicans that he and his people
desired to be baptized. By this time King B61a was already ruler of Transylvania,
and together with Robert Archbishop of Esztergom he went to Milkov,132 where
chieftain Bore and his people were baptized133. Archbishop Robert had received the
office of papal legate to carry through his mission, and, given the support he
received from Bela, the latter’s reputation vis-a-vis the church and the pope
increased as well134.
Capitalizing upon their success, Archbishop Robert set up a bishopric in
Milkov and nominated the prior of the Dominican monastery of Esztergom,
Theodoric, its first bishop in 1227135. In the efforts to convert the Cumans both the
church and King Bela had diverse interests. Besides an increase in the number of
faithful, the church sought more revenues through the levy of the tithe. Bdla,
because of his support for the conversion efforts, gained the favor of the pope, as
well as control over new territory, important m ilitary allies, and increased revenues
through the levying of taxes136. In fact, by 1229 the Cumans were complaining to
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the pope that the taxes levied against them were too high. In response, the pope
reminded Bdla of the privileges they had been granted at the time of their
conversion137. It seems, however, that the pope was not satisfied with solely
reminding B61a and the Hungarian clergy of their co m m itments to the Cumans, for
in the same year Pope Gregory IX took the bishopric of Milkov away from the
archbishopric of Esztergom and made it a direct dependent of Rome13*.
Prince K£lm£n took over Slavonia in 1226139, and Bdla took over
Transylvania; the division of the Kingdom of Hungary was unprecedented140. Yet
the activities of the Hungarian royal family during the second half of the 1220s
must have pleased the papacy. King B61a was actively supporting the conversion
of the Cumans, Prince K£lm£n was waging a crusade against the Bugomils along
the coasts of the Adriatic141, and King Andrew was supporting his youngest son,
Prince Andrew, to take over the throne of Galicia and thus expand the influence
of the papacy over territory controlled by Christians of the Eastern Rite142.
In addition to increasing B61a’s reputation in the eyes of the pope, the
conversion of the Cumans had strategic consequences. King Bela’s influence in the
area east of the Carpathians increased to the point that he claimed kingship over
Cumania143. B61a’s expanding territorial interests threatened the Bulgarian czar Ivan
Assen (1218-1241) in at least two ways: once his Cuman allies converted to
Christianity they accepted the jurisdiction of the bishopric of Milkov, who was
under the auspices of the archbishopric of Esztergom; and the bishopric of Milkov
claimed the territories north of the Danube, which were hitherto claimed by
Bulgaria144. In fact, in addition to Bala’s influence expanding eastward to the area
of the bishopric of Milkov, it also expanded southward with the creation of the
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bishopric of Szor&iy, located in the area between the Olt and Maros rivers145.
Expansion into Sorlny began with the activities of the Teutonic Knights and was
taken over by B61a after 1226146. An increase in activities by monks of the Eastern
Rite suggests the dissatisfaction with the expansion that King Bdla was
encouraging147.
Probably because of the obstacles Czar Ivan Assen had been mounting to
the conversion of the Cumans, B61a mounted an offensive against Bulgarian
territory in 1228. Blla’s troops advanced along the margins of the Olt River, to the
fortress of Vidin. An unsuccessful siege of the fortress preceded the retreat of the
Hungarian forces, which, having ravaged the vicinities of Vidin, left Bulgarian
territory. Although consequences of the campaign are obscure, it seems that in its
aftermath Czar Ivan turned his attentions to the south, abandoning the northern
territories that were under the growing influence of King B61a. The most important
fact related to the Bulgarian campaign is that it seems to have been undertaken by
Bela independently from his father. Czar Ivan Assen was married to King Andrew’s
sister, and until 1228 relations between the two kingdoms had been peaceful148.
After his move to Transylvania King Blla’s position slowly solidified. By
1229 he had formed a new court with a number of officials from Slavonia and
others who joined his camp in Transylvania, such as the voivod. In addition, Bela
expanded the territory under his control to include the Cumans of Milkov and the
bln of Szoreny, and had in the meantime attacked Bulgaria. Furthermore, B61a had
the support of the pope as well as of his brother Prince Kllmln, who relied on his
brother’s advice to make the most important decisions-much to their father’s
dismay149. While B61a’s power and influence grew in Transylvania, his father
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continued to face problems as a result of the policies of the Novae Institutiones. By
having moved Bela from Slavonia to Transylvania King Andrew had, in fact, only
delayed the inevitable. In 1228 under the continuous pressure from the church, and
added financial strains, King Andrew admitted the failure of his policies. With the
counsel of his court officials, he asked Bdla to organize and cany through the
confiscation of the previously donated royal properties150. Thus, King Andrew was
on his way to completely reversing the Novae Institutiones. To carry out the
politically damaging act of confiscating the properties donated "in perpetuitas,"
Andrew II pressed B61a to the forefront and let him execute the task.
Bela took the task of restoring the royal properties with enthusiasm. The
objective he set for himself was to put the kingdom back to what it had been
during the reign of his grandfather King B61a ID151. Bdla’s objective was the
restoration of lands donated to the secular aristocracy, while the church properties,
with only a few exceptions, were left untouched. Yet, even amongst these, Bela
aimed solely at the "superfluous" donations, not all of themlS2. To achieve his
objectives Bdla initiated a study of each nobleman who had been granted land, and
when he considered the donations excessive he took away a portion of the
territory153.
Despite the fact that Bdla was acting according to Andrew n ’s authority154
and occasional support155, his power was severely limited. Although Bdla confiscated
land from a number of his father’s supporters156 he did not do so from those who
had received land from B61a m or those who had served his father well, i.e., in the
military campaigns against Galicia. For these Bela reconfirmed the previous
donations157. In addition, King Andrew did not confiscate a single square inch of
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territory on his own, much to the contrary, King Andrew did not stop donating
lands while his son was restoring them to royal control158. Moreover, while the
aristocracy thought of B61a as being too radical, there were those of the lower
nobility who tried to take advantage of the changes, and thought of B61a as being
too moderate159.
Complicating the delicate political situation surrounding him, in 1230 B61a
took up arms and led a campaign against Galicia to put his brother Prince Andrew
back on the throne he had lost in 1229. This campaign was waged "de mandato et
voluntate patris,1,160 and in it Bdla utilized his Cuman allies led by chieftain
Borc-while in Galicia the Russians established an alliance with another Cuman
chieftain, Kuten. This campaign resulted in a complete fiasco for the Hungarian
forces. B61a failed to take the city of Hallich and in addition lost most of his forces
to the enemy, who stormed out of the city, taking the Hungarian troops by surprise.
An additional number of his forces perished during the ensuing retreat due to the
inclement weather161.
In 1231 King Andrew organized a second campaign against Galicia to
accomplish the task in which Bdla had failed. In this campaign King Andrew took
along both King Bela and Prince Andrew. This time the Hungarian forces were
successful, and a number of Galician cities did not even resist the advance of the
army162. By the end of the campaign Prince Andrew again ruled from Hallich, and
King Andrew returned home victorious. The victory on the military front gave King
Andrew an important political boost Soon after his return the court was
reorganized, with a substantial change amongst its officials. In its aftermath the king
issued large-scale donations of royal properties again. In fact, after 1231 King
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Andrew nullified most of his son’s achievements by giving back all the land B61a
had confiscated since 1228163.
Opposition to Bdla’s policy of confiscating land and restoring them to royal
control must have increased between 1228 and 1231. As a result of the growing
opposition, the balance between those in favor and those opposed to the restoration
of royal properties shifted. Bdla’s defeat on the Galician front in 1229 must have
been costly for Bdla’s reputation, and it probably accelerated his loss of support
King Andrew’s victory in Galicia, however, proved to have been the final blow to
B€la’s unpopular policy. Having lost the needed support B61a had to discontinue the
campaign of restoration of royal properties, and King Andrew retook the reins of
the government
While his father changed courses once again, B£la returned to Transylvania.
Although his chancellor claimed that Bdla had corrected the problems of the
kingdom and vowed that he would continue the campaign of restoration of royal
properties in Transylvanian territory, Bdla had in fact been "sidelined" as a result
of a significant political defeat164. Based on his chancellor’s claim, it has been
claimed that Bela returned to Transylvania because he considered his aims
achieved165. Yet, given King Andrew’s lack of cooperation, if not direct opposition,
to Bdla’s efforts to restore royal properties under the control of the crown B61a
must have known full well that his attempt to undo the Novae Institutiones had
failed. His political objectives had been consistently countered by his father and had
led nowhere. Thus, it seems to me that, once Bela lost the support necessary to
continue the confiscation of royal properties, he had nothing to do in his father’s
domains and returned to Transylvania. On the same premise, it is unlikely that
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Bala’s chancellor did not realize the reality of the situation, in which case the
chancellor’s claim of Bdla’s having restored the dignity to the kingdom amounts
only to political rhetoric166. B61a returned to Transylvania not as one who had
completed his task, but as a loser.
With this turn of events, the first campaign of restoration of royal properties
came to an end. Andrew II succeeded in reversing his son’s intrusive political
activities that were so damaging to the Novae Institutiones. For Bdla success had
been only partial. Although he received formal support from Andrew II, his father
did everything he could to hinder Bdla’s success in reversing the Novae
Institutiones. After the tragic adventure in Galicia the restoration of royal properties
was doomed; and, as if the defeat suffered in 1230 had not damaged Bala’s
reputation sufficiently, his father’s astounding victory on the same front an year
later rendered Bela’s political activities impossible to continue. Those who favored
the Novae Institutiones won a convincing victory in foreign policy, and pushed Bdla
and his supporters aside. Efforts toward the restoration of royal properties were
abandoned, and the kingdom’s attention turned to other, more pressing issues.
Although King Andrew had emerged victorious both domestically and in
foreign affairs after 1231, his problems did not end. This time his main opponent
was the church. Having seen her political leverage diminish since Andrew II took
the throne, and her economic base erode since the Golden Bull of 1222, now the
church saw her hopes with B61a’s reform initiatives dwindle as well. Had B61a
succeeded in his campaign of restoration of royal properties, he would have restored
the previous balance between the amount of land in the hands of the aristocracy
and in the hands of the church. This explains why the church supported Bdla’s
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efforts to undo the Novae Institutiones167. Conversely, Bdla’s need for political
support to carry through the confiscation of royal properties explains why he did
not confiscate lands donated to the church168. After Bdla’s lack of success the
church sought other means to achieve her objectives.
To defend the interests of the church, the bishops had pressed King Andrew
to revise the Golden Bull of 1222. For that purpose church officials also found
support among the aristocracy, and in 1231 the king was forced to re-issue the
Golden Bull. This time, all the laws limiting the church’s control over the
commercialization of salt and stipulating the payment of the tithe were absent169.
With the reintroduction of the land donations Andrew n ’s chronic financial
problems had surfaced again. As he had done so many times before, Andrew H
relied on money borrowed from Saracens and Jews to finance his policy, which the
church vehemently opposed.
In addition to the financial and political losses mentioned above, the pope
was still trying to reverse King Andrew’s decision to expel the Teutonic Knights170.
In fact, since Andrew II remained inflexible about the issue, the pope also pressed
King B61a171 in the matter, but despite the pressure and the threats neither Andrew
nor Bdla allowed their return. Church officials became progressively intolerant
towards the king, and in 1232 Archbishop Robert of Esztergom declared the
Interdict and excommunicated the King’s most important adviser. Denes, son of
Ampod172. King Andrew complained bitterly to the pope173, and intense negotiations
followed between the king and the archbishop; three months later the archbishop
revoked both the excommunication and the interdict174. In the same year Jacob of
Pecorari, the papal legate sent to investigate the crisis between the throne and the
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church, arrived in Hungarian territory. He remained in Hungary from June 1232 to
the spring of 1234175. Pressure against the king mounted. In 1233 the king, on his
way to Galicia in his newest m ilitary adventure, was pressed to sign the agreement
of Bereg176. According to the agreement, King Andrew would rid the court of all
Jews and Saracens; the church would be granted free transportation of salt
throughout the kingdom; some members of the church would be paid compensation
for previous damages; and the church was declared exempt from taxation177. The
agreement of Bereg was signed by King Andrew, King Bdla178, Prince Kalmdn, and
the highest Hungarian ecclesiastic dignitaries.
Given his difficult financial situation, King Andrew could not comply with
the severe conditions stipulated by the Agreement of Bereg. The compensation
promised to certain members of the church were not paid off, and neither Jews nor
Saracens were expelled from the court. In 1234 Legate Jacob of Pecorari declared
the Interdict again and this time excommunicated the king179. In response to the
excommunication both King Andrew and the archbishop of Esztergom petitioned
the pope to reconsider the drastic measure; the Curia responded by revoking the
Interdict in 1235180.
While King Andrew was facing a crisis with the church, the struggle in the
Galician front came to an end with the death of Prince Andrew in 1234. After a
number of military campaigns181 and enormous expenditure, the efforts to establish
control over the Russian principality had brought no benefits to Hungary.
Despite the perennially difficult financial conditions, King Andrew was
unable to moderate his expenses. Following the death of Queen Jolanta in 1233182,
King Andrew married Beatrix of Este (the following year). The new queen was
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granted a number of costly benefits that the treasury could ill afford183. In addition,
Andrew II had his daughter married to the King Jacob the Conqueror, of Aragonia
(1213-1276), to whom the king had promised the payment of a large dowry. These
additional expenses explain why Andrew II could not comply with the Agreement
of Bereg.
Although the finalization of the Galician claim had put an end to military
adventures in that region, the ascension of Duke Frederick II to the throne of
Austria following the death of his predecessor (Duke Leopold) altered the peaceful
nature of the western borders of Hungary184. Duke Frederick H, the Warrior (12301246), attacked Hungarian territory in 1233. King Andrew, with the help of forces
led by King B61a and Ddnes Tiirje, repelled the duke and his forces in the same
year185. In 1235 Duke Frederick attacked again, and this time the Hungarian forces
mounted a counter-attack under the joint leadership of King Andrew, King B61a,
and Prince K£lm£n. The Hungarian forces penetrated Austrian territory as far as
Vienna, where Duke Frederick surrendered and a new peace treaty was signed
after the payment of large tribute186.
In 1235 King Andrew died187. The crown passed to Bdla, who was crowned
King B61a IV in Esztergom on October 14, 1235188. After m any years as the head
of the opposition party- B61a was now the head of the government and finally was
able to dictate his own policies.
Ever since B61a’s coronation in 1214 his relationship with Andrew II had
been tempestuous. He had been crowned against his father’s will; mounting pressure
had forced Andrew n to cede Slavonia; and in 1226 Andrew II had moved Bdla
to Transylvania in an attempt to weaken him as a political rival. Despite the loss
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of a number of supporters who stayed in Slavonia, a new court had gathered around
the young king by 1229. This court had assured the support necessary for Bdla to
make independent moves in matters of foreign policy, as well as to take over the
reigns of the government between 1228 and 1231. Despite Bala’s opposition to the
Novae Institutiones and the resulting rivalry with Andrew n , he had supported his
father in the urgent need to defend the western borders of the kingdom against the
duke of Austria. Moreover, B61a had participated in a number of military
expeditions against Hallich. These events suggest a more complex relationship
between father and son than simply that of an opposition leader who had no
scruples in his drive for power. It seems there were certain aspects of Andrew’s
policies that Btila opposed with vehemence, i.e., the Novae Institutiones, while there
were other aspects of Andrew IPs policies that B61a was willing to support, i.e.,
the defense of the kingdom’s borders, as well as protection of the relative power
of the crown.
Upon succeeding his father to the throne B61a again attempted to restore the
lands granted in "perpetuitas" to the control of the crown. In the process of
restoring royal possessions Bdla also tried to reverse the social and political changes
that had occurred because of the Novae Institutiones.
Now Andrew II would not be present to hinder King B61a’s plans, but a far
more dangerous enemy would threaten the king’s realm from the east.
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CHAPTER VI
BELA IV, KING OF HUNGARY: 1235-1241
Although the danger of the approaching enemy was recognized only one
year before its arrival in Hungarian territory, as we will see, the developments
taking place between 1235 and 1241 determined the political environment in which
King Bela was acting and the resources he had available to meet the challenge
imposed by the expansionist Mongol army. The most important source of
information available about these years is provided by a chronicle written by Master
Roger, entitled Carmen Miserabilem. By 1223 Master Roger had visited Hungary
a number of times as member of diplomatic missions. In 1232 he accompanied
Jacob of Pecorare in his mission to Hungary as Papal Legate, and he apparently
remained in Hungarian territory thereafter. During the Mongol invasion Master
Roger hid in the mountains for a month until he fell prisoner to the Mongols; he
lived amidst his captors for approximately one year, until he escaped. The work
Carmen Miserabile was written between 1243 and 1244, during one of Master
Roger’s stays in Rome190.
Following the death of King Andrew n, Bdla was crowned the sole ruler of
Hungary. Without his father on the political scene, Bala’s political role changed
from that of an opposition leader to that of the sole policy-maker, and as such he
was now unhindered in executing his political aspirations. Given the situation in
which the kingdom was left by Andrew n, i.e., an empty treasury, a powerful
44
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aristocracy, and the weakening of the crown, B61a needed to introduce urgent
reforms if he wanted to reverse the social and political trends unleashed by his
father’s policies.
The coronation of King Bela IV took place in Sz6kesfehervdr on October
14, 1235191. During the coronation ceremony his brother, Prince K£lm2n, sat by his
side, while the Russian Prince Daniel192, his one-time enemy and victor, led Bdla’s
horse in what seemed to have been a sign of vassalage193. Immediately after he
assumed the throne, Bdla took vengeance upon those allegedly involved in the
assassination of his mother, as well as those who had mistreated him over the
course of the years194. Many of those he sought to punish had been his father’s
highest court officials. Among these, D6nes son of Ampod, Andrew II’s N£dor in
the last years of his reign, was blinded and imprisoned195, and Gyula of the house
of Kin, one of the most important advisors of Andrew n, was imprisoned, to die
in 1237196. A number of other nobles were subjected to torture and interrogations
concerning rumors of conspiracies against the crown197. Many of King Andrew’s
court officials left the kingdom, and in punishment their lands were confiscated.
The former retinue of King Andrew II, now persecuted and without
leadership, sent a letter to Emperor Frederick n (emperor 1220-1250) proposing that
under certain conditions they would overthrow Bela IV and hand over the Kingdom
of Hungary. The messenger was captured and the conspiracy bore no fruits198. This
was the first time that conspirators attempted to usurp the throne for someone who
was not a member of the house of Arpad. It is interesting to note that in the
thirteenth century there were efforts to increase the cult of saints who had been
members of the Arpdd dynasty199. In fact, these efforts ultimately claimed that all
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members of the dynasty were saints, even though not all of them had been
beatified, as if to legitimize the dynasty’s sole right to the Hungarian throne200.
Once his father’s highest officials had been punished and the early
conspiracy squelched, B61a was now free to introduce the policies he had been
unable to carry out during his father’s life. Having raised his most faithful followers
to the court201, B61a had to alter the relationship between the aristocracy-which
during his father’s reign had gained substantial power at the expense of the
crown-and the king himself. To achieve this aim, B61a declared that no one besides
the highest church officials and the princes could sit down in the presence of the
king, and the chairs in the counsel chamber were burned202. Furthermore, until then
all nobles had had the right of voicing their petitions directly to the king, but now
B61a introduced a chancellery and required all petitions to be handed to appointed
officials, in writing203. The less complicated cases were solved by the officials of
the chancellery itself, while the king dealt solely with the most complicated legal
disputes. The introduction of such bureaucratic apparatus, modelled upon the Roman
curia204, required a fixed location (Old Buda205), and it slowed down the rate at
which many of the problems were solved; this of course fostered dissatisfaction
amongst the aristocracy206.
During the early part of his reign B61a also had to solve the troublesome
dynastic question raised by Queen Beatrix’s (the last wife of the late King Andrew
II) announcement that she was pregnant. The announcement was made after the
death of King Andrew n. Neither Bela nor K£lm£n recognized the legitimacy of
the offspring, and the Queen was put into custody207. Fearing for her life, in 1236
she escaped Hungary with a German diplomatic mission and gave birth to her son
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on German soil208.
Unhindered by his father’s presence and that of his officials, B€la re-initiated
the campaign of restoration of royal properties abandoned in 1231. This time,
however, the campaign would be far more complex and the results longer lasting.
Again, the aim of the policy was to restore the king’s control over land. As in
1228-1231, Bela sought to restate the conditions predominating during the reign of
Bela in 209, but now the confiscation of properties also extended to ecclesiastical
lands210. Yet, as in the earlier effort to undo the consequences of the Novae
Institutiones, B61a did not attempt to retake all properties. Donations made by King
Bela IH were not touched, nor were donations considered justified, i.e., for good
services to the crown. To execute the land reform and distinguish between those
properties that had to be confiscated from those granted for good cause, Bela
nominated judges who were responsible for overseeing the legal processes, and the
kingdom was divided into distinct areas of jurisdiction. For properties in the hands
of the secular aristocracy, the county’s isp£n was the overseer; he was aided by
four or six other officials211. For church properties, the provincial bishop-or other
equivalent church official-was made responsible for the reform. Thus, Robert
Archbishop of Esztergom was responsible for the reforms in his diocese; Bertalan,
Bishop of Veszprdm in the counties of Somogy and Zala; Kdzmer, Provost of
Veszprem, became a more mobile officer sent to various places by King B61a;
Ozy£s, Archdeacon of Ni.cz was responsible for the county of Bars; and Gergely,
Bishop of Gyor for the county of Vas212.
As the campaign of restoration of royal properties progressed, opposition to
the policy grew213. The pope was among the first to express his disapproval of the
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confiscation of church properties, in 1236214. In addition, the rift between the
aristocracy, which was unsure whether or not their lands would be confiscated, and
the king, who was carrying out his policy with utmost severity, grew progressively
wider. Although members of the church were supportive of the king’s policy in the
beginning, this support also began to erode with time. By 1238 King Bdla halted
the policy of land restoration, and he offered to compensate the church for the
losses she had suffered215. This political turn around is taken as a sign that the
support Bdla had enjoyed from the Hungarian church-which had been so important
throughout Bela’s career ever since 1214-had reached a critical point. Clearly B61a
could not afford to alienate both the aristocracy and the church at the same time,
and although not all the lands of the kingdom had been returned to the crown, the
policy of restoration had to be abandoned.
The second campaign of restoration of royal properties had been successful
insofar as it increased the amount of land returned into the hands of the crown. As
a result of land confiscations the counties regained control over most of their
previous land, and thus their original economic and military role was at least
partially restored. As a consequence, the de facto power of the ispdns increased,
this time at the expense of the landed aristocracy. The end of the campaign,
however, was dictated by Bdla’s need for political support, which was eroding as
the campaign progressed. Concomitantly with the last campaign of restoration of
royal properties Bela substantially diminished the number of land donations. But,
most important, most of the new land donations were based upon the condition of
military service216: those receiving land had to supply a given number of soldiers
when summoned by the king. Thus Andrew IPs policy of granting land
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unconditionally as a payment for past services was reversed217.
As a result of the numerous shifts of proprietary rights over land that had
occurred since the reign of Andrew II, the laws regulating rules and obligations to
the crown or the landowner became unclear. In the course of these succeeding
changes people had at times been under the tight control of a new landowner, only
to return to the rather loose control of the crown a few years later. Confusion over
exactly what were the laws dictating rights and obligations resulted218. After the end
of the campaign of restoration Bela redirected his efforts to clarify the obligations
that each strata of the society owned to the king219.
In foreign policy B61a IV distanced himself from the far-fetched objectives
pursued by his father. Andrew IE had involved him se lf in foreign policy initiatives
that took him far beyond Hungary’s geo-political region, i.e., his interest in
establishing control over Galicia and dynastic connections with Galicia and Aragon.
B61a limited his policies to areas of immediate interest to the kingdom and
abandoned the pursuit for the Galician throne220, where rivalries among princes and
boyars rendered political developments unpredictable221. Hungary’s western borders
remained quiet after 1235, when rivalries between the duke of Austria and the
emperor escalated into armed conflict222. In addition, the emperor’s policies in
northern Italy put him in a collision course with the pope over the control of the
Lombard cities, keeping both the emperor and the pope’s attention and resources
tied up. B61a directed his attentions to the Northern Balkans, where he had been
active as ruler of Transylvania and where he could act with the support of the
church. In 1237 Pope Gregory IX invoked Bela to take up arms in a crusade to
defend the Latin Empire223. Ever since Czar Ivan II Assen of Bulgaria had
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established an alliance with the Nicaean emperor Dukas Vatatzes, the Latin Empire
faced enemies on both its northern and southern fronts at the same time. The Latin
Empire would have gained some respite if Hungarian forces attacked Czar Ivan H
from the rear.
Bala’s response to the pope was ambiguous. He stated that he would not
attack Bulgaria or Nicaea, given the fact that both Czar Ivan II and Emperor Dukas
Vatatzes were his friends and relatives (Czar Ivan II was married to B61a’s sister,
Maria; Emperor Dukas Vatatzes was married to Irene, the sister of King Bela’s
wife). Yet B61a IV made clear his willingness to take up arms if the pope would
meet certain conditions224. King B61a wanted the pope to grant him the office of
Papal Legate; he wanted to have the authority to assign a Hungarian bishopric to
administer Szor€ny; he requested the right to command any crusading army crossing
Hungarian territory; and he wanted the excommunication declared by the legate
during his father’s reign to be declared null and void225. B61a IV justified the need
for the office of papal legate as being indispensable, as otherwise the Bulgarians
would think they were to fall subject to the jurisdiction of Rome rather than that
of Hungary, which the Bulgarians "abhor to the point that many of those who could
be conquered without effort would resist him."226 The pope granted all of Bela’s
requests with the exception of the office of papal legate. Once negotiations had
unfolded the alliance between Czar Ivan and Emperor Dukas broke down. With
the end of the alliance, the threat to the Latin Empire diminished and the planned
crusade lost its importance. Although B61a had shown interest in involving himself
in the Balkans, he had remained reluctant to take military action. Until the Mongol
invasion Bela IV did not involve himself in any military activity, and his foreign
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policy relied solely on diplomatic means.
It is important to note that as King Bala’s foreign policy differed from his
father’s, so did his relationship with the papacy. During Andrew II’s reign attrition
with the pope remained commonplace, while the pope wielded substantial influence
in Hungarian internal affairs. B€la IV did not, however, allow papal interference in
domestic policy, while he managed to keep a harmonious relationship with the Holy
See. One of the reasons for this new relationship was the fact that the pope’s
attention had turned to the conflicts with the Holy Roman Emperor over the control
of the Lombard cities. An illustration of the change in the nature of the relationship
with the pope is the fact that B61a never answered the pope’s letters from 1236 that
(still) insisted that the Teutonic Knights should be welcomed back to Hungary227.
B61a IV, furthermore, supported the emperor in his conflict with the pope, and in
a letter warned the pontiff that "great problems arise if the pope interferes in issues
concerning the princes."228 Moreover, in 1238 B61a received the right to borrow
money from Jews and Saracens alike229. (Four years earlier Andrew II had been
excommunicated for having borrowed money from them). Yet, that B61a had asked
for the right to borrow money is also evidence that the kingdom was still straggling
with economic difficulties in 1238; this indicates that the reversal of the Novae
Institutiones and the restoration of royal properties did not automatically solve the
financial woes of the kingdom. If in fact the kingdom’s financial situation were still
bleak, it becomes easier to understand B61a’s reluctance to take up aims against
Bulgaria in an attempt to expand the Kingdom’s territory into the northern Balkans.
Although the foreign policy front remained quiet until 1238, events taking
place in the east were to change the situation. In the beginning of 1236 following
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a kuriltai230 in Karakorum the Mongol leaders decided to expand their control over
the Russian principalities, from whence they would later attack Europe231. Their
advance began in the end of 1236, and in their path they encountered the Cumans
under the leadership of chieftain Kuten, who suffered yet another defeat to the
Mongol forces232.
After his latest defeat, Kuten, faced the choice of either being destroyed by
the Mongols or moving further westward. Moving further westward, however, meant
entering either Polish or Hungarian territory. Accepting the protection of either of
the two kingdoms would have implied settling and the consequent loss of his
people’s nomadic way of life. Chieftain Kuten and a number of his followers chose
to move further west233. In 1238, once he had moved closer to Hungarian territory,
Kuten sent messengers to King Bdla asking for permission to enter his kingdom.
In return for their relocation and respect for their freedom, i.e., they would not
automatically become serfs, he and his people would convert to Christianity and
settle234.
Following lengthy negotiations, on Easter of 1239 King B61a welcomed
Kuten and his people, and in festive mood allowed the Cumans to enter the
Kingdom235. B61a himself received Kuten with royal pomp and participated in the
Cumans’ baptismal ceremonies236. According to Master Roger, the arrival of the
Cumans was an honor to King Bela, considering that a chieftain "almost" equal to
the king himself was willing to become his subject237. The conversion of a great
number of pagans to Christianity represented another victory for Bdla, who had
been active in the conversion of the Cumans since he had taken over Transylvania.
Furthermore, the Cumans’ military capability was most certainly taken into account
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in his decision to allow their setdement.
Kuten and his people were at first taken to the central part of the kingdom,
but the Cumans did not abandon their nomadic way of life. Hungarians soon filled
the royal chancellery with complaints against destruction by the unruly Cumans and
their hordes of cattle in cultivated areas23*. With the increase of tension between
Hungarians and Cumans violence became commonplace239. In addition to complaints
against the damage caused by the Cumans’ cattle hordes, the Hungarians
complained that the king was, seemingly, giving preference to the Cumans
whenever they were at the court. While Hungarians had to present their cases to
the chancellery, Cumans seemed to have direct access to the king; and in addition
Bela was accused of granting them preferential treatment in legal disputes. King
B61a’s decision to allow entry to the Cumans proved to have brought troublesome
consequences to the already unpopular king. In response to the vehement protests,
in 1239 B61a met with the nobles of the realm at the monastery of Ko, where it
was decided that ispdns of each province would resolve the legal disputes arising
from conflicts between Cumans and Hungarians240. In addition, Cuman contingents
were to be separated into smaller groups and each would be settled in a specific
province of the kingdom, which they would not be allowed to leave. It was hoped
that by restricting their ability to move they would cause less damage to farmlands
and settle at a faster pace241.
Master Roger argues that the primary reason for Bdla’s decision to let the
Cumans into Hungarian territory was to increase the number of converts, and he
argues that only those opposed to Bela claimed he had invited the Cumans to
oppress the Hungarians242. But, given the unpopularity of B61a vis-^-vis the nobility,
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it is not inconceivable that by allowing the settlement of the Cumans Bdla was also
seeking to gain an important ally within the kingdom, to tip the balance of those
in favor and those opposed to the king. This would in part explain the king’s
tolerance towards the Cumans243. Finally, we must consider the fact that allowing
foreigners to settle in Hungarian territory was not unprecedented in thirteenthcentury Hungary. Preceding the Cumans, Pechenegs and Iassians from the east and
Germans and French from the west had been welcomed to occupy unpopulated
areas of the kingdom.
Concomitandy with the Cumans’ move westward, the Mongol armies
continued their campaign against the Russian principalities, conquering the Russian
steppes in a sequel to the battle of Kalka in 1223. By the end of 1236 the Mongols
had advanced up to the frontiers of Vladimir and Suzdal, which fell by mid-1237.
In December 1237 Riazan and then Moscow were destroyed. In February 1238
Vladimir fell, and during the summer and winter of 1238-1239 the Mongol army
did not engage in any major military action244. After resting their troops for a time,
the Mongols retook the initiative in 1239, advancing over the remaining Russian
principalities. The conquest of the Russian steppes was completed in 1240, when
the Mongols conquered the city of Kiev. Once in control of the Russian territories,
the Mongols, led by Batu Khan and General Subedei prepared the campaign against
Hungary. The Mongol campaign would consist of simultaneous attacks on the
southeastern, eastern, and northeastern borders, involving the Kingdom of Hungary
in a pincer movement245. To avoid being attacked from the rear, which a Mongol
division invaded Poland. On March 1241 Krackow was burned to the ground, and
on April 9 Liegnitz suffered the same fate when the troops of Henry n, Prince of
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Silesia (1238-1241), suffered a disastrous defeat?46. The Mongol forces began the
campaign against Hungaiy in early 1241, penetrating Hungarian territory on March
12.

B61a seemed oblivious to the mounting threat the Mongols represented, and
apparently he realized the magnitude of the threat only after the news of the fall
of Kiev had reached him. Yet, B61a must have known of the Mongols’ activities
east of the Russian steppes since at least 1237. For that purpose B61a could have
counted upon a number of sources, including Dominican missionaries, the Cumans,
and the Russian princes themselves who were common guests at Bala’s court.
The earliest evidence European knowledge about the Mongol expansion in
Asia date from the late 1170s, when there were rumors in Europe about a certain
"Johannes presbiter et rex," later referred to as David. This imaginary monarch was
believed to be a mighty Christian king who would come to defeat the Seljuk Turks
and liberate Jerusalem247. These rumors had no historical foundations248. In 1224
the pope received a letter from Georgia and Armenia informing him that these two
kingdoms had been defeated by "mali homines Tartari"—which must have been a
reference to the reconnaissance campaign waged by General Subedei in 1222-1223,
who before crossing the Caucasian mountains defeated Georgia and Armenia, and
on the northern foot of the Caucasus defeated the Cumans, to finally engage an
alliance of Russian and Cuman forces at the battle of Kalka.
More concrete information was made available to Europe and to B6!a IV
after 1235, when a Dominican friar by the name of Julian, together with a few
others, travelled eastward to confirm the rumors of the existence of Magyar tribes
still living in the steppes east of the Volga river. The origin of these rumors is
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uncertain, but conceivably it was brought to Hungary by the Cumans, with whom
Hungarians were having closer contact since 1227. In 1236, Julian returned from
what became known as "Magna Hungaria.1,249 Friar Julian travelled to Rome to
personally inform the pope of the news he had gathered. His report was later
recorded by Friar Ricardus250, who mentions that the Mongols were planning a
military campaign against Europe, and that their ultimate objective was the conquest
of Germany251.
In the next year Julian took the road again, planning to begin the conversion
of the Magyars he had found east of the Volga. By the time he arrived at Suzdal,
however, Julian was informed that "Magna Hungaria" had been annihilated by the
Mongols. Julian and his companions returned to Hungary, carrying a letter sent by
Batu Khan to Bela IV. In this letter the Khan requested B61a to expel the Cumans
from Hungarian territory and to surrender to the Mongol forces252. In addition, the
letter makes mention of the fact that the Hungarians had mistreated a number of
Batu Khan’s messengers; this suggests that there had been an exchange of
diplomatic messages between the Mongols and King B61a preceding the
aforementioned letter253. It is unquestionable that at this point Bela had to be aware
of the Mongols and their intentions. The question that remains is how seriously he
took the message brought by the Dominican friars.
In addition to the information brought by Friar Julian, B61a IV must have
known about the Mongols from the Russian princes, who had visited the Hungarian
court in search for support or refuge a number of times after 1223. In the late
1230s Rostislav, Prince of Kiev, abandoned his city due to the Mongol threats and
went to Hungary with the intention of marrying one of King Bdla’s daughters.
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Closer dynastic ties could have become the basis of an alliance of Hungarian and
Russian forces against the Mongols. Yet, Rostislav left Hungary empty-handed (he
did marry B61a’s daughter Anna, but only in 1243254). In 1240, Daniel, who had
taken over Kiev from Rostislav, also visited the Hungarian court, with similar
intentions. It was dining his stay in Hungary that Daniel received news that Kiev
had fallen to the Mongol forces. Daniel returned to home empty-handed as well255.
King Bela’s lack of interest in establishing dynastic connections with the Russian
princes before 1242 has been interpreted as evidence that he did not take the
Mongol threat seriously256.
The first evidence of Bala’s reacting to the advancing Mongols, thus
indicating that he had understood that they indeed represented a military threat to
Hungary, is available after he received news about the fall of Kiev, in 1240257. At
that juncture Bela hastily began to organize the defense of the kingdom. Denes
Tiiije, one of the king’s favorite supporters and his best general, was sent to protect
the northwestern passes of the Carpathian mountains258, while the king himself
travelled around the eastern borders to oversee the work of blocking the major
roads259. In early 1241 B61a issued a warning to all the provinces to remain ready
for war and remain prepared to mobilize to the city of Buda260.
As it was alluded in earlier chapters, the social consequences of the Novae
Institutiones had a pivotal impact upon the Hungarian army and its capacity to
mobilize. Preceding the Novae Institutiones the main body of the Hungarian army
was based on the troops provided by the provinces led by their respective isp£ns.
As a result of the Novae Institutiones, however, most of the land under the control
of the isptins had been donated into private hands-which did not owe military
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service to the king-and as a result considerably reduced the provinces’ fighting
capabilities. Once the landowners did not till royal lands but, rather, lived
independendy from the provincial administration (because of the donations) the
army lost a substantial portion of its fighting capability261. Bdla’s efforts to
dismantle the Novae Institutiones and its consequences resulted in the existence of
two distinct military systems: one based on military obligations owed to the isp&is,
and the other consisting of military obligations owed directly to the king by those
who had received land. But the latter had not become sufficiently widespread a
practice to make a noticeable impact on the hasty mobilization of forces needed in
1241, while the former was still struggling with financial difficulties. Many of the
nobles required to mobilize in 1241 had been severely impoverished by the
restoration of royal properties, while others must have invested in weaponry with
reluctance, given the uncertainty of their control over land. Such reluctance is
understandable considering the high costs of acquiring heavy armor coupled with
a period of economic difficulties262. In short, the military system that existed in the
time of Andrew II was not functional any longer, while the m ilitary system that
would have resulted from King B61a’s reform policies was not yet functional. The
numbers that aggregated in Buda were not all the men King B61a should have
counted upon had either of the two systems been working properly.
In addition to the systemic problems of the army, Bela IV was an unpopular
king. He had offended the aristocracy when he assumed the throne by having
severely punished his father’s advisors. He had changed the relationship between
the crown and the nobles with the creation of the chancellery, as well as by having
forbidden them to sit down in royal meetings and burning their chairs. Furthermore,
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King B61a’s unpopularity stem m ed from the welcome and the treatment the Cumans
had received. The most important cause for resentment between the king and his
nobles was the restoration of royal properties which B61a had waged with such
severity263. The most powerful and influential nobles had lost substantial amount of
land, and with it their wealth and influence. When it came time for the urgent
mobilization of forces the nobles moved with neither enthusiasm nor appropriate
haste. In fact, Master Roger specifically refers to the fact that the news about the
Mongol advance was taken as a hoax by some, while others thought to blame the
hated Cumans for the incoming Mongol attack264. Furthermore, there were those
who saw the Mongol attack as an opportunity to have their king humbled, wishing
to see him "lose once."266 Regardless of what the popular sentiments were, the fact
is that everyone, including Bela himself, had underestimated the might of the
Mongols.
Even after a messenger sent by Denes Tiiije arrived at Buda informing the
king that the Mongols had arrived and that Tiiije’s forces would not be able to
resist the attack for long, King Bdla remained hesitant on what course of action to
take266. On March 15 Denes Tiiije himself returned from his border post with the
news that he had been defeated by the advancing Mongol forces*67. Action on the
part of King Bdla became urgent, who now ordered his forces to gather in Buda.
On March 15, 1241, knowing that the Mongols had penetrated Hungarian territory,
Bela summoned all his forces to Buda, whence the defence of the kingdom would
be organized. Together with his highest officials and supporters, including the
Cuman chieftain Kuten, King Bela tried to conceive a plan of defense against the
Mongol armies268.
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Among the forces that attended the royal summons concentrated at Pest were
the Cuman light cavalrymen, led by their chieftain Kuten. Given the Cumans’
unpopularity among the Hungarians and the existence of rumors suggesting that the
Cumans were Mongol allies who had entered the kingdom to spy on the
Hungarians, tensions arose among the troops. Worsening the tense situation, King
Bela hesitated on the course of action to be taken. Apparently he wanted to wage
a defensive campaign by keeping the majority of his forces in Pest waiting for the
main Mongol army to come closer. Yet the Archbishop of Kalocsa favored a
counter-attack269. Bela’s hesitant attitude worsened the already explosive situation.
By March 17 advanced Mongol reconnaissance forces arrived in Buda270.
Although King Bdla had issued orders that they should not be attacked, both
Archbishop Ugrin of Kalocsa and the Austrian Duke Frederick-who had come with
a few men in response to King Bela’s pleas for help271-disobeyed the king’s orders.
In their feeble counter attack against the Mongols the archbishop was tricked into
a marshy area and was almost killed, while the Duke of Austria succeeded in
killing a few Mongol horsemen. Despite his success, he returned to Austria with
his men272. The duke’s apparent easy victory increased the anxiety of the troops
already dissatisfied with the king’s lack of action against an enemy reckoned to be
no match against the Hungarians. The duke’s condescending attitude sparked a
rebellion in King Bala’s troops273. By the time the mutiny was over chieftain Kuten
and his family had been killed274, and the Cuman contingent abandoned Bdla’s army
and left the Kingdom of Hungary. In their path toward the northern Balkans, the
Cumans left a trail of destruction275. Facing the pressure from his close advisors and
the growing tension in his camp, King B€la issued marching orders towards the
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northeast, where the main body of enemy troops were believed to be concentrated.
But at this juncture the Hungarian army had already lost the forces of D6nes Tiirje
(defeated by the Mongols in the mountain passes), of Bulcsu, Bishop of Csandd,
and Miklos, son of Bare (destroyed by the fleeing Cumans276), Benedek, Bishop of
Vdrad (defeated near Eger277), Posa, Voivod of Transylvania (defeated by the
Mongols at an undetermined location, before the battle of Muhi), and of Ldszld,
ispdn of Somogy (who did not arrive on time at Buda for the mobilization of
forces)278.
The two armies met at the plains of Muhi, on the margins of the river Sajd.
The battle lasted through the night of April 21, 1241, and although Batu Khan
considered retreating at one point, General Subedei’s men succeeded in crossing the
river in a ford upstream. The Hungarian camp was surrendered and Bdla’s forces
were soundly defeated. The disastrous battle of Muhi was followed by a year-long
occupation279. While the Kingdom suffered heavy losses, the King himself barely
escaped the tireless Mongol pursuers in his flight towards the Dalmatian coast280.
Bam Khan and his forces left Hungarian territory in 1242 just as swiftly and
surprisingly as they had invaded the kingdom. B61a IV then faced the monumental
task of rebuilding the kingdom, and for his accomplishment he became known as
the Second Founder of Hungary.
When he took the throne in 1235 Bdla IV dedicated his efforts to reverse
his father’s policies and to restore the power and prestige of the crown. In the
process he lost the support of a significant segment of the aristocracy, which
resented the king’s aims and methods. Yet support of the aristocracy is what Bdla
needed the most, once he recognized the danger the Mongols represented to the
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Kingdom. In fact, B61a, as well as Europe in general, failed to recognize the
significance of the Mongol expansionist policies. Without the support due to him
from the nobility, and amidst a major change in the principles of military
obligation, the Kingdom of Hungary was attacked-at the worst possible time. The
kingdom’s defenses were wholly inadequate, and the fighting ability of the
Hungarian armies were no match for the seasoned Mongol warriors. Furthermore,
King B61a was no able general, and his hesitation in Buda cost him both time and
the important alliance with the Cumans.
The devastation caused by the year-long Mongol presence in Hungary
rendered all of King Bgla’s reforms obsolete. After 1242 the entire kingdom was
under the control of the crown, but there was no one left to till the soil. As a
result King Bdla was forced to donate land on a large scale to hasten the process
of repopulating the Kingdom. The Cumans were also invited to return to Hungary,
I

and large numbers of them were settled in the central plains of Hungary where the
devastation caused by the Mongols had been the most severe281. B61a thereafter
became obsessed with the possibility of a second Mongol attack. Vowing not to be
taken by surprise a second time, he invested substantial resources to in enhancing
the defenses of the Kingdom.
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CHAPTER VH
CONCLUSION
As demonstrated in the previous chapters, King B61a’s political activities
were an important element in the dynamics that rendered the Hungarian defenses
ineffective against the Mongol armies. Although credit must be given to the strategy
employed by Batu Khan and General Subedei, one can conclude that if there were
a propitious moment to invade Hungary, then 1242 was one of the best. As the
Mongols had done in their campaigns against the Russian principalities, in Hungary
also they took advantage of unstable domestic conditions to overwhelm the
defenders.
The causes for Hungary’s inability to defend itself can be traced through
the course of events. The economic reforms inaugurated by King Andrew II left the
military establishment severely weakened, while crippling the kingdom’s finances.
B61a IV’s efforts to correct the problems inherited from his father had not been
effective enough to resist the Mongol onslaught The aim of the reforms might have
been correct, but by 1241 the results had not yet come to fruition. The army was
in transition toward a feudal system of military service, but in 1241 it was not yet
functional, while the previous system was no longer functional.
The first half of the thirteenth century is marked by the conflict between the
aristocracy and the crown. Throughout Andrew IE’s reign the aristocracy had the
upper hand, but once Bela IV took power he reversed the power balance. Ironically,
63
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in 1241 the asset B61a needed most was a powerful aristocracy with the resources
to mobilize a large army. Once King Bela assumed the throne, however, one of his
most important objectives was to increase the power of the crown, which had lost
much of its leverage during his father’s reign. Ultimately, Bdla’s policies alienated
the highest stratum of society, which in 1241 did not give the king its full support
The events of 1241 show that the king was neither able to wield the necessary
authority to summon his troops swiftly to Pest nor to demonstrate the necessary
leadership required by the occasion.
The condescending attitude of the Hungarian forces toward the Mongols
stems, in part, from the dissatisfaction they had toward the king, whose political
and financial reforms conflicted with the interests of the most powerful strata of
society-the aristocracy and the clergy. Yet, one has also to consider King Bdla’s
dismissive attitude toward the numerous signs indicating that there was an
impending military invasion against his realm. Notwithstanding the evidence, Bdla
IV failed to take urgent action to bolster the defenses of the kingdom.
During this study of the early reign of King Bdla IV, a number of additional
important themes deserving further exploration have emerged. Among them is King
Bela’s role in the signing of the Golden Bulls of 1222 and 1231. In these two
years his precise whereabouts are not clear, and the influence he might have
wielded in the course of events is equally obscure, though potentially important In
addition, King Bela’s relationship with the papal legate, Jacob of Pecorare, deserves
further attention. Despite the enmity between Andrew II and Bela the legate does
not seem to have sought the latter’s support-rather he had Bela sign the Agreement
of Bereg as well. The reason for the lack of formal contact between King Bela and
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the legate may reveal much about Bala’s attitudes toward the policies being pursued
by the Curia against Andrew II.
In addition, the role of Saracens in medieval Hungary needs further research.
Few Hungarian or papal sources provide information about this group, who
obviously had a most important role to play in the financial administration of the
Kingdom. Their precise origin (Persians, Arabs, Moors?), their numbers, and their
legal status in Hungary are not yet researched. Answers to these questions would
be of utmost importance in understanding the extent of medieval Hungary’s
connections with the Middle (and Far) East.
Related to the financial administration of the kingdom lies the question of
whence did Andrew n derived his ideas for the Novae Institutiones. Furthermore,
what did the Novae Institutiones attempt to achieve? Was Andrew II simply
manipulated by a fraction of his retinue to donate land, or was there, in fact, a
consistent plan to reform the financial institutions of the kingdom, as has been
assumed by historians? If in fact the Novae Institutiones were a premeditated
attempt to change the existing financial institutions, the origins of the plan and its
place in European economic history are intriguing and await further study.
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B6Ia m
(1172-1196)
1

Henry of Heinaut
(emp. 1205-1216)

Baldwin of Hennegani

Imre
(1196-1204)

Andrew II
(1205-1235)

Peter of Courtenay
(emp. 1217)
1. Gertrud of Meran

1

L d s z lo m

(1204-1205)

2. Jolanta of Cortenay =
3.

Beatrix of Este

=

Theodore
(emp 1204-1222)
1

;

Irene
= John H
Dukas Vatatzes
(emp. 1222-1254)

1
Maria of Nicaea

1—
=

Bgla IV
(1235-1270)

Kdlmdn
(d.1241)

Andrew
(d.1223)
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